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Virtuozzo PowerPanel is a solution for service providers that allows their customers to independently manage purchased virtual environments hosted on Virtuozzo 7 nodes. Virtuozzo PowerPanel eliminates the need for service providers to develop their own VPS management portals, helping them save resources and focus on their primary goals.

In terms of architecture, Virtuozzo PowerPanel consists of a single controller node and multiple Virtuozzo 7 compute nodes. The controller node runs the database, identity provider, API, VNC proxy, web server, and other required services while each compute node runs a compute service that interacts with Virtuozzo 7.

Virtuozzo PowerPanel typically integrates with service provider’s identity database via LDAP. However, the service provider may also choose to create users locally on the controller node.

Virtuozzo PowerPanel has two modes: admin and user. The admin mode provides means to manage assignment of virtual environments to users while the user mode offers virtual environment management tools. The administrator logged in the admin mode can also switch to the user mode and back for complete control over virtual environments and their assignments.
The key changes in Virtuozzo PowerPanel are:

- Completely redesigned with a new look and feel.
- Allows users to manage all their virtual environments from a single web panel.
- Compatibility mode for managing single virtual environments with authentication by local root/administrator credentials.
- RESTful API for integration with service provider infrastructure.
- Integration with service provider identity databases via LDAP/AD.
- New HTML5 VNC console.
- Backup management tools.
- Resource usage alerts.
- Support for virtual environments with bridged networking.
- Support for virtual environments that use complex authentication methods.
CHAPTER 3

Changelog

- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 1 (7.0.1-346)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 2 (7.0.1-354)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 3 (7.0.1-415)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 4 (7.0.1-422)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 5 (7.0.3-133)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 6 (7.0.3-137)
- Virtuozzo PowerPanel RTM Hotfix 7 (7.0.3-145)